FEATURE OVERVIEW
EVALUATORS, EVALUATOR PLANS AND
SCHEDULES (NEW IN V7.0)
EVALUATORS
Savigent Workflow™ version 7.0 features the all-new Evaluator Framework. Evaluators
automate the task of exercising and testing your workflows, increasing your throughput by
reducing manual steps. Combined with a staging server, they can provide a complete endto-end system/functional testing
environment for Unit, system
and automated regression tests.
“Mocking” or “simulated agents”
override the connected systems
and allow you to test certain
boundary conditions or where
the real data or system is not
available or undesirable.
Multiple test conditions can be set up easily using click and selection options for testing any
data within a workflow. Each step in a workflow or just the ones important to you can be
validated based on criteria specified.

EVALUATOR PLANS
Multiple Evaluators can be grouped into an Evaluator Plan, so tests can be organized and
run based on anything from capabilities to system boundaries. Much like a Workflow
Application, these plans help with organizing and managing Evaluators.

Savigent Software provides
powerful and agile software
to significantly transform your
manufacturing operations. We
deliver event-driven, highly
efficient solutions for our
customers’ workflow automation,
manufacturing intelligence and
systems integration needs.
Our vision is to make the
development and deployment
of these applications easier. We
have a complete stack solution
to empower development and
operations teams to work together
simplifying the development and
management of highly scalable
solutions using a graphical
application development
framework. Savigent customers
enjoy unparalleled reuse, decreased
development time, and create
more robust and flexible solutions
that can be remotely monitored
and managed from a centrally
controlled system.

SCHEDULE AND RESULTS
The Evaluator Framework makes
it easy to run Evaluator Plans on
demand, or via an integrated
scheduling system. The overall
summary and details of status
(pass or fail) is provided in an
easy to review chart.

BENEFITS
Integrated into Workflow Design Tool – leverages multiuser capabilities, revision control,
artifact repository and security settings
Easy-to-schedule time and date for Evaluator runs to create an automated regression
strategy

The Savigent suite is empowering
a new definition of DevOPs where
development and operations
teams work together. Our platform
enables manufacturers to connect
systems and solutions, analyze
data in real time and optimize
operations.

Mocking/Simulation of data to drive the test even when underlying integrated systems
aren’t available or would be dangerous to change while creating workflows
Color-coded pass/fail report summary
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